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0. Health and Safety Advice
Most important is not to smoke, eat or drink while using the FLASH POINT TESTER,
wear eye protection, avoid skin contact and ensure good ventilation. So, before using
the FLASH POINT TESTER, be sure to read and understand the instructions in this
manual and the information given in the MSDS. All oil spills on the equipment should
be immediately wiped off. Flammable liquids tested with the FLASH POINT TESTER
have to be handled with highest care!

1. Introduction
Flash Point is the term for the minimum temperature, at which an ignitable gas/air
mixture starts to develop on the surface of a liquid, and is used to evaluate the extent
of fire danger of a flammable liquid. The delivery specifications state the minimum
values for the flash point. If the actual flash point drops below these limits, it is an
indication for contamination of the liquid with higher flammable liquids (e.g. gas oil,
benzene). Such contamination bears not only the risk of an increased fire danger, but
may as well be disadvantageous for the intended application in other respect.
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2. Device and Accessories
(1) Flash Point Tester
(2) Liquid gas cartridge
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(3) FLASH CLEAN (special cleaner)
(4) Heating plate
- electric and adjustable (other means may suit)
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Technical details Flash Point tester
Components and function
(a) Cup holder
(b) Cup (vessel)
(c) Cup Cover including ignition device, mixing
tool and thermometer holder

a

c

b
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Technical details Flash Point tester - Continued
Components and function

Spinning handle of mixing propeller

Cup Cover
Thermometer
Ignition lighter
Flame regulation wheel
Gas refill adapter
Thermometer holder

Gas refill

Locking of vessel

Locking by turning

Pin for positioning the cup cover

Pin hole for positioning cup cover
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3. Performing the Test
Clean vessel and cover of the FPT thoroughly from any residues of previous tests,
using FLASH CLEAN (never water!). Make sure all FLASH CLEAN has evaporated
before starting the test.
Check the functionality of the ignition device:
1. Remove the ignition device (by
drawing it out of its holding)
2. Refill with liquid gas (by
applying the liquid gas cartridge
at the backside of the ignition
device – see page 2 - “gas
refill”)
3. Ignite the flame (by giving the
knurled wheel at the backside
of the ignition device (red circle)
a half turn upwards, and
afterwards igniting at the
nozzle)
4. Extinguish the flame by closing
the valve.
5. Mount the ignition device.

Determine the flash point of a liquid as
follows:

1. Fill the vessel with the liquid to be
determined, up to the filling mark.
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Determine the flash point of a liquid as follows:

2. Mount the cover with stirrer,
thermometer, and ignition device.
3. Place the FPT on the heating plate
(or other heating source)
Depending on the expected flash
point level adjust heating plate
switch between 1 to 4 on the scale.
4. Heat the FPT, and continually stir at
a rate of 1-2 turns/sec (backwards
and forwards).
5. Adjust heating to a temperature
increase of 5-6 degrees C per
minute.

6. Ignite the flame of the FPT lighter at
a temperature which is 18 degrees
Celsius below the expected flash
point and adjust to a diameter of
approx 4 mm.
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5 – 6°C / min

Check for inflammability at each degree of temperature increase, by this procedure:

1. stop stirring
2. Move the ignition devices towards the
vessel until it meets the catch, in a
quick motion using the press of your
thumb.
By this the sliding cover is turning and
opens automatically the holes to
release vapours out of the closed cup.

1 sec

3. Keep the flame in this position for
about one second.
4. Let go of the ignition device which will
move back to its initial position (spring
driven).
5. Continue stirring.

Repeat this procedure again until you can,
for the first time, clearly notice an
inflammation of gas at the opening in the
cover  fig. A.
Read the current temperature from the
thermometer and note as flash point (in
closed cup)  fig. B.

A

Afterwards let the FPT cool down. Empty and clean it, before further testing. Never
conducts a test with the same vessel filling, you have tested already before.
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4. Replacement Orders
Any item of the FLASH POINT TESTER should be replaced when consumed or
broken. Supply is possible to every port in the world at normal delivery times. Issue
re-orders to:
Martechnic GmbH
Adlerhorst 4
22459 Hamburg
Germany
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Phone:
Fax:
E-Mail:
Internet:

+49 40 853 128 0
+49 40 853 128 16
info@martechnic.com
www.martechnic.com

